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In this talk I will first present some results from a series of

experiments run using our Double Vee Magnetic Spectrometer at AGS, and

then I will discuss our plan for the new multiparticle spectrometer

(MPS) facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory which is under con-

struction. These two topics, on the surface, seem to be rather unre-

lated, but to the extent that the new spectrometer is a logical exten-

sion of the old Double Vee Spectrometer, they are closely related.

People who are involved in the first project are K.J. Foley, M.A. Kramer,

W.A. Love, E.D. Platner, A.C. Saulys, E.H. Willen and myself from BNL

and S.J. Lindenbaum from BNL and City College of City University of New

York. For the latter project, we are joined by W.J. Miller and T.W.

Morris, both from BNL.
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The forward arm of the Double Vee Spectrometer was used to investi-

gate reactions

i"p - K°A and TT~P -> K°£°,s s
i + - + -

at 8.0, 10.7 and 15.7 GeV/c, where IT and * from the K decays were

detected. The topology of the events of interest is, then, a plon im-

pinging on the hydrogen target producing a neutral particle in a forward

direction and subsequently decaying into two charged particles in a

predetermined decay space downstream of the hydrogen target. For

those events with effective mass with " a hypothesis which correspond

to that of K°, the recoiling missing mass and the negative of four momen-

turn transfer squared, t, were "Qlculated. The value of the missing mass

thus obtained was used to determine which of these two reactions an event

belongs. Approximately 22,000 such events were collected for this experi-

ments Earlier investigation of this process by bubble chambers are
2

mostly at low energies. The spark chamber measurement was made at high

energies, but with insufficient resolution to separate these two pro-

cesses.

A schematic diagram of the forward arm of the spectrometer used for

these measurements is shown in Fig. 1. In short, this is a single arm

spectrometer with 17 gaps of low mass, high resolution wire spark chamber

In front and 14 gaps of such spark chambers in behind a bending magnet

with aperture 47 cm high x 122 cm wide and magnetic field integral 24.1

kgauss-m. li liquid hydrogen target let which the interaction takes place

is followed immediately by a veto scintillation counter to select out the

events with neutral going particles. Another counter which is located
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some distance of a decay space detect the charged decay product from a

neutral vee, thus identifying the desired event topology to trigger the

spark chamber system. A more detailed description of this spectrometer

and trigger scheme will be found elsewhere. As is stated above, the

magnet used for this spectrometer has an aperture which is relatively

large as far as this type of spectrometer magnet goes. It, however* still

limits the acceptance solid angle critically even for such a simple topo-

logy as forward K° production and decay at relatively high momentum. Our

Monte Carlo calculation shows that the acceptance efficiency for 10 GeV/c

K° decay drops by one order of magnitude by going from t' « 0 to C1 • -0.5
2

(GcV/c) , where t' » t - t . . Although the t-dependence of the acceptance
m m

is calculable for the events of this type, this situation is not ideal in

carrying out a precise study. This fact, nc doubt gave us a strong motI-

vacion to develop the new MPS with a much larger magnet, as discussed

later.

Fig. 2 shows a - n~ mass distribution for 8 GeV/c. Two points to be

noted here are that the background under the peak at K° mass is very small

<< 1%) and that the width of the peak is only 2.4 MeV (HWHM). As the A

forward events also satisfy the topology desired, the events are reana-

lyzed with the prT hypothesis. About 42 of the forward Vee's are A decays

but due to the kinematlcal consideration, the contamination of the K° by A
s

is very small at all momenta.

Thi distribution of the square of the missing mass for 10.7 GeV/c

run is shown in Fig. 3. The peak corresponding to A and £° is clearly

separated. The mass squared resolution in this case is 0.073 GeV which

corresponds to 33 MeV at A mass. This resolution improves markedly at



8 CeV/c to 23 MeV and becomes poorer at 15.7 GeV/c to 55 MeV. In fact

h and T, nc longer are clearly separated at this momentum.

The missing mass squared spectra were separated into different t-bins

and fitted by the same functional form as that for the combined spectrum

at each momentum. The integral of the A and 1° contribution to these

binned spectra give, after proper corrections, differential cross sections

which are shown in Fig. 4{a,b, and c). It can be seen, in these figures

that the forward peak of the differential cross section can be fitted well
2

by a single exponential up to t ̂  -0,4 (GeV/c) and that the exponential

slope for K°£° is consistently steeper than that for K°A. The solid lines

shown are the least squs.-es fit of a form -ry- - Ac to the data out to
2

c' - -0.4 (GeV/c) . The parameters obtained are shown in Table I and show

that; the slope b for K°£° are 9.2 "" 9.7 (GeV/c) whereas that for K°A

are 7.2 ^ 8.0 and the difference is significant, the change of slope as a

function of incident momenta may be there but statistically not signifi-

cant, and that the ratio of the extrapolated forward cross section at t' »

0 is 1.1 for all momentum.

The total cross section was obtained by summing the differential cros^
2

section to t'» -1.0 (GeV/c) . The results are shown in Fig. 5 together

2with other earlier data. Except for the four point of Bertolucci et al.,

they all seem to fall on a line showing that a power low (a ^ /""} is a

reasonable representation of the data with a value of n from the least

squares fit for the A and Z° data combined being 3/2. K°A falls off some-

what faster than K°£°. Table II shows the total cross sections obtained

and their momentum dependencies.
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Using the same apparatus we have also studied reactions of similar

topology. They are

K°

I
i

1
—3

(MM)

+ -

(MM)0

+ -

at

at

at

15.

10.

15.

7

7

7

GeV/c

GeV/c

GeV/c

569

1080

1294

events

events

events.

Although the results are somewhat limited in the counting statistics, I

will present below the total cross sections for some of the reactions

included in this study.

Kfp •> I^A"""(1236)

aT - (41 ± 5) Mb at 15.7 GeV/c

- M * -07)

(61 i 7) ub at 10.7 GeV/c

33 ± 4) yl a

-(1.54 ± .̂p

K~p • K°n

o T - (33 ± 4) yl at 15.7 GeV/c

K~p - KOA°(1236)

oT - (13 ± 3) pb at 15.7 GeV/v

p dependence consistent with K p + K i

The total cross section data from this experiment together with earlier

data ' ' are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 for these three reactions.
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Now I shall discuss Brookhaven's MPS project.

As It can be imagined easily, a spectrometer of the type which was

used for the experiment above are very costly to build. Consequently

it is our tendency to utilize a spectrometer for as many experiments as

possible either by the group who built it or by other university groups.

In fact the Double Vee Spectrometer has been used by us for experiments

other than that described in this talk including the study of v~p -• A,p

and by a group from Carnegie-Mellon University, Rochester University and

Northwestern University for their experiments. The idea of the MPS is

really to push this idea forward and build from the beginning a general

user facility of a major magnetic spectrometer which is suitable for

various studies of the high energy interaction with multiparticle final

states.

In designing this spectrometer, therefore, a special attention was

given to attain, in addition to ordinary excellence in the performance

characteristics, a needed flexibility to satisfy requirements of many

different kinds of experiments.

A set of parameters which describe the MPS is shown in Ti.ble III.

Fig. 9 shows the magnet which is a basic part of this spectrometer. The

special characteristics of the magnet are that (1) the magnet has an

enormous field volume which provides considerable space for liquid !L

target and decay of kaons without serious sacrifice of momentum resolution,

(2) the top pole is slotted so that spark chambers placed in the magnet

gap can have the pulsing leads extended through the slot to the field

free region above for magnetostrictive readout, and (3) three sideu of

the magnet are open fully to the outside so that other detectors can be
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inserted into the gap easily and particles can escape from the gap over

a large solid angle for the outside detection.

Another item on the table which is to be noted is that this spectro-

meter has a very high data handling capability. It is expected that up

to 50 events of rather complex topology can be handled for each AGS cycle

(2 sec). At the beginning, we intend to maintain the maximum incident

beam rate of 150K particles per cycle. However, it should be noted that

ior cross section limited experiments we will get 30,000 events per seen-ub

per 100 hours of running time from 30 cm long target.

A detector layout of the MPS is shown in Fig. 10. The MPS is divided

into three general regions. The upsti'eam one-fourth to one-third of the

MPS magnet is generally assigned to the target and detectors which sur-

round it (target area). It is expected that the detector arrangement of

this area will depend very much on the type of experiment to be carried out.

It is also in this region that special trigger devices for specific experi-

ments will be located. In order to retain flexibility and the possibility

of a quick changeover from one experiment to another, the detectors in this

area will be built in a frame structure which can be easily replaced.

Two target area assemblies, as described below, are OJW being con-

structed.

Target Area Assembly I; This assembly is designed so that the system can

be triggered on the basis of forward going missing mass and momentum trans-

far. The event trigger will be done by obtaining a quick determination of

the angle and momentum of the recoiling proton using three proportional

wire chambers. The decay of forward going bosons (missing mass) will be

studied by the spark chambers which surround the target.
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Target Area Assembly II: The setup shown in Fig. 10 incorporates this

assembly. The design criteria in this case is to obtain 2TT azimuthal

coverage for large angle reaction products. Therefore, this assembly is

planned to use 12 cylindrical spark chambers of varying diameters nested

to form a cylindrical assembly with an inside diameter of 13 in. and

an outside diameter of 44 in. A cylindrical proportional chamber, which

is presently under development, can be inserted inside the spark chamber

assembly surrounding the target so that it may be used, in conjunction

with other scintillation counters or downstream devices, to form a

trigger.

The downstream two-thirds of the magnet (middle section) will be

occupied by several modules of low mrss plane spark chambers. Spark

chamber modules, ec.ch consisting of two chambers, which measure the

horizontal coordinate (x) and one each which measure plus and minus 15

from it (u and v), will be inserted into the magnet gap through the slots

in the top magnet pole. Wires on the discharge planes are extended to

the region above the magnet wheje the leakage flux from the magnet is

low. Thus, a magnetostrictive line can be used for the spark chamber

readout. The chamber bcbaves like a transmission line for the high vol-

tage pulses, assuring good overall multi-particle efficiency. Sets of

spark chambers which measure the vertical coordinate (y) will be inserted

between these modules from the open side of the magnet and will be read

out with magnetostrictive wires which will be located outside of the

magnet. It is anticipated that the configuration of this region will

not be very dependent on the type of experiment.
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The third region is the area downstream of the MPS magnet. This

area will be like the downstream arm of many other spectrometer and

treated as was the downstream arm of the Double Vee Spectrometer. In fact,

the spark chambers, scintillation counter hodoscopes and Cerenkov counter

hodoscope for this region will be taken from the present spectrometer.

We are in the process of developing a set of softwares for the MPS

data analysis. Although this software is largely an extension of that

developed for the Double Vee Spectrometer, there are several new problems

peculiar to the MPS which have to be solved. A major problem is the

development of a new algorithm for the pattern recognition of helical

tracks from the spark coordinate in the magnetic field. A version of this

program tried on Monte Carlo generated events with four particle final

states (i.e., ir p -»• K°K~p •* ir ir~K~p) took on the average 1/2 sec. of CDC

6600 fosr the pattern recognition and geometry fitting with a reasonable

assumed sparking efficiency of the chambers arid background spark distri-

bution. This time required, however, depends very strongly on the latter

two conditions and therefore, the definite number can be obtained only

with the actual data. But an earlier estimate of 1 sec. per event with

not too complex topology seems reasonable.

A: this point, I wish to make a somewhat philosophical remark.

Namel •; to the ex ent that interactions and subsequent measurements of

the trajectory of the reaction products take place within one magnetic

fieli! volume, there is a great deal of similarity between MPS and large

bubble chambers. However, there are some important differences between

these two which makes MPS more desirable for a certain kind of study.

But at the same time one should be very cautious as some of the advantage
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we have with MPS are without potential difficulty. I shall enumerate

some of these points below.

1. MPS can be triggered: This means that one can pre-select a

desired event topology enabling one to gather high statistics data on

reaction with small cross section, but there is a danger that one might

inadvertently introduce a bias in the data sampling.

2. MPS utilizes electronic detectors; this, in general, means short

resolving time and short recovery time which enable one to handle a high

beam rate and high event rate respectively. However, the electronic de-

tector has descrete detector elements which give a poor spatial resolu-

tion at least in one direction. An assembly of electronic detectors also

tend to have some dead space which make it impossible to observe the

vertex or interaction point and makes it necessary to carry out an exten-

sive Monte Carlo calculation to obtain acceptance efficiency.

3. The MPS uses detectors with less multiple scattering than bubble

chambers while retaining comparable spatial resolution, giving rise to a

better angular and momentum resolution. It, however, is not suitable for

a study of very low energy interactions, with short tracks.

4. It is possible to incorporate C counters and the time-of-flight

technique with MPS for particle identification.

5. Data from MPS is digitized and readily adapted for our analysis

by a digital computer, but it is not possible to make a direct visual

inspection of an event.
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The angular and momentum resolutions expected is summarized in

Table IV. The figure for the forward directions is based on the particle

passing through ^4 meters of 10 kgauss field in MPS. The momentum reso-

lution of the device is rather good and is similar to that of the Double

Vee Spectrometer. It should also be noted that the solid angle associated

with such a good resolution is also very large. The equivalent effective

mass resolution as that from the Double Vee Spectrometer is expected.

There are four approved experiments for the first round of the

program as follows:

1. AGS experiment #557: A study of the <S and R regions; University

of Pennsylvania (W. Selove et al.), University of Massachusetts (J. Shafer

et al.) and BNL collaboration. An objective is to do a high statistics

experiment (<\, 4000 events/ub) in the selected regions of mass M and momen-

tum transfer t for the reaction IT p -> X p with full detection of all the

outgoing charged tracks. Emphasis will be given to a detailed study of

the 1=1 boson resonances in the region of 5~(970) and the R~(1600-1800).

This experiment uses the target area assembly I (recoil proton detection)

and trigger selection will be made by a prompt kinematical determination

of the forward going missing mass and momentum transfer. A trigger selec-

tion resolution for forward going missing mass (AM) % 50-100 MeV (FWHM)

depending on the mass and for momentum transfer resolution (At) of .02

2
(GeV/c) are expected (proportional wire chambers alone). The spark

chamber system on both sides of the target and downstream (all plane

chambers) detect the charged decay products of the boson.

2. AGS experiment #594: Survey experiment with the BNL MPS; a

systematic study of the production and decay of boson resonances and

production of vee particles by a BNL-CCNY group. In this experiment,
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forward going strange and non-strange boson spectra from ir p, K p, pp and

pp will be studied using KK, Kir and KTTTT decay channels. An emphasis will

be on t and s dependences of the production and a measurement of the decay

angular distributions. K and A production from ir p, K p and pp will also

be studied with the aim of measuring the polarization of forward and re-

coil A fs. The basic trigger selection is by counting the number of

charged particles traversing proportional chambers and thus detecting the

decay of a neutral vee. Typical reactions to be studied are

TT~p -> B~p

n ~

— *

>TT IT

-*o
K p -> K n

ir it

ir'p -> K°Y°

ir p -»• A

p + p ->• K"K"

p + p -+~h
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3. AGS experiment #596: Tests of exchange models in two-body

scattering including pp annihilations, exotic exchange, and other reac-

tions from 4-10 GeV/c; Carnegie-Mellon University (R.M. Edelstein et al.)

and Southeastern Massachusetts University (J.J. Russell et al.). In this

experiment the object is to study several two-body and quasi-two-body

scattering processes with a view toward making detailed tests of competing

exchange models. The reactions included in this study are those charac-

_ + + + l̂ _ _
terized by allowed baryon exchange such as pp •* TT~TT , ir~p etc., n p •*• pff ,

pp etc., pp -> K K , K K etc. A study of reactions such as K p + pK ,

K p -*• -n l~, K p + K E~, pp •* K K~, pp •* pp, it p •+ K I , etc. is also pro-

posed. The later reactions are so-called first forbidden as exotic ex-

change processes. For these investigations the target will be located in

front of the MPS and will be surrounded by a set of cylindrical spark

chambers. A high pressure Cerenkov counter at the upstream end of the MPS

identifies the forward going secondary.

4. AGS experiment #601: pp •* V° V° + neutrals near 6 GeV/c; Brandeis

University (L. Kirsch et al.), Syracuse University (M. Goldberg et al.).

The cylindrical chamber module which will be used outside of the MPS for

the above experiment will be moved into the MPS with a hydrogen target

located in the center (target area assembly II). The final state of the

reaction of interest is two neutral vee's decayii^ into two charged parti-

cles each plus neutrals, and the trigger selection will be made using a

veto counter which tightly surrounds the target and a cylindrical propor-

tional chamber which detects the dedy of neutral vees.

In addition there are several other MPS experiments which have been

proposed or for which an intent to propose was filed.



The magnet assembly has been completed and powered to the full

expected current this summer. The fabrication of the detector modules

will continue with the plan for the initial installation in the fall of

1973. The physics program with HPS is expected to begin in early 1974.

The experiments cited are obviously a snail sample of what are

expected to be run on the MPS. Xn fact, we anticipate that, with ap-

propriate additions and modifications, it will serve many users in

strong, weak and electromagnetic experiments of many types.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

TABLE I The results of fits to the differential cross sections in the t1

range 0 to -0.4 (GeV/c) of the form T ~ » Ae C . The errors

given in the table are statistical uncertainties only. A scale

uncertainty of ± 10% applies to the A coefficients. Also given

are the ratio of the cross sections for two reactions at t* » 0

obtained by extrapolating the fits.

TABLE II Total cross sections in lib for reactions (1) n p •* K A and (2)

rr~p •+ K°E° for the t' range 0 to -1.0 (GeV/c) . Also given are

<r ^ p n dependence. The errors on the total cross sections

are dominated by the 102 systematic uncertainty.

TABLE III List of parameters which characterizes the Brookhaven KPS.

TABLE IV Angular and momentum resolutions expected of MPS. Note that

the solid angle over which an excellent momentum resolution is

very large.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The detection apparatus for this experiment. The labels S.C.

indicate the spark chamber modules.

Fig. 2 The v TT~ effective mass spectrum in the K° mass region for

the events at 8 GeV/c incident momentum. The half-width at

half-maximum (hwlun) of the dashed curve is 2.4 MeV.

Fig. 3 Timber of events plotted versus the square of the missing mass

from the K° for the 10.7 GeV/c data. The curves are the fits

with the A,E and background contributions shown separately.

2

The half-width of the resolution curve is .073 GeV which cor-

responds to a missing mass resolution of 33 MeV at the y\ mass.
2

The fit gives x "95.3 for 92 degrees of freedom. The separa-

tion of A events and Z° events is good.

Fig. 4 Differential cross section for n~p -> K°A(E°) at (a) 8 GeV/c,

(b) 10.7 GeV/c and (c) 15.7 GeV/c. In addition to the errors

shown there is an absolute scale uncertainty of t< 10% for 8 and

10.7 GeV/c data and 15% for 15.7 GeV/c data. The straight lines
2

are exponential fits to the data between tf = 0 and t' =* -0.4 (GeV/c) .

Fig. 5 Total cross section for ir "p-»• K°A(E°). Included are data from

Dahl et al.,3, Abramovitch et al.,0 , Crennell et al., A , all

reference 1, Bertolucci et al., 7, reference 2, and this experi-

ment, '. The solid symbols are for reaction (2). For this
2

experiment a is integrated from tf= 0 to -1.0 (GeV/c) and

the errors shown are the result of compounding the statistical

errors with the systematic scale uncertainties.
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Fig. 6 3_(K p •* K°& (1236)) versus laboratory momentum. See Ref. 5.

Tlie line is a fit to the fowa o^ * P^ab*

Fig. 7 o_.(K p •• K°n) versus laboratory nonentum. See Ref. 6. The

solid line is the fit to the form <>T * P^ab*

Fig. 8 o(K~p -*" K°A°<I236)) versus laboratory momentum. See Ref. 7.

The line is the fit to oT(K
+p * K°4<H'(1236)) divided by 3

(see Fig. 6).

Fig. 9 Xsonetric view of the MPS magnet.

Fig. 10 Plan view of a particular MFS experimental arrangement.

Fig. 11 Picture of Che completed MPS magnet, (a) a particle eye view;

(b) from the open side of C.
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TABLE I

Incident Momentum

«"p

n~p

-*P

dT(11

- K ° A

- K°(A/S°)

p -> K A)

p -»• K E )
t'=0

A(jJb/(GeV/c)2)

b(GeV/c)"2

A(pb/(GeV/c)2)

b(GeV/c)"2

A(yb/(GeV/c2)

b(GeV/c)~2

8

158

7

145

9

299

7.

1.

GeV/c

.17

.16

98

09

± 4

± 0

± 4

± 5

± 0

.23

.32

.19

.10

10.7

7

103

9

218

8.

1.

.85

38

48

14

RPV/P

± 3

± 0

± 3

±

± 3

± .

+ 0.

.18

24

15

10

F 15.7
70.4

7.97

64.5

9.68

133

8.67

1.09

GeV/c

± 23

± 0.19

± 27

± .24i

± 2.5 !

± .15

± 0.15
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TABLE II

aTOT ( l J b ) 8 GeV/c

10.7 GeV/c

15.7 GeV/c

n • all data

our data only

»v
22.1

15.7

9.1

1.41

1.32

±

±

±

±

±

K°

2

1

1

0

A°

.2

.6

.3

.06

.1

IT p •>

16.7

11.0

7.0

1.20

1.29

K°Z°

± 1.7

± 1.1

± 1.0

± .07

± 0.1

»"p - K°(

38.8 ± 3.

26.8 ± 2.

16.0 ± 1.

1.43 ± .

1.31 ± 0.

A/Z°)

9

7

6

06

1
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TABLE III

BNL MULTIPARTICLE SPECTROMETER (MPS) FACILITY

MAGNET:
700 ton C-magnet.
Magnet pole: 1.85 meters wide by 4.6 meters long.
Gap height: ^1.3 meters.
Operating field (Max.): M.0 kgauss.
Top pole slotted for spark chamber insertion from above.

BEAM:
Medium Energy Separated Beam (1974)

K separation up to 6 GeV/c.
p separation up to 9 GeV/c.

High Energy Unseparated Beam (expected 1975)
up to 25 GeV/c.

Effective duty cycle: 25-50%.

DETECTORS:
Mostly wire spark chambers.
Target area: either in the magnet or upstream of the

magnet. 4̂ir coverage and experiment dependent.
Middle section: Magnetostrictive readout spark chambers

up to 60 gaps, ̂ 110 cm high by 170 cm wide in ef-
fective area.

Downstream section: Spark chambers, scintillation counter
hodoscope and Cerenkov counters.

ON-LINE COMPUTER:
PDP-10 of the BNL On-Line Data Facility.

DATA RATE:
Up to 50 events per AGS pulse (2 sec.) -> 9 x 10 events

per 100 hours, with 150K incident particles per
AGS pulse -> 30,000 events/pb(seen)/100 hours.



Beam Spectrometer

Forward Direction
(Middle section only)
for 10 GeV/c

Forward Direction
(with downstream section)
for 10 GeV/c

Recoil Direction
(target area chambers)
for 1 GeV/c

TABLE IV

Momentum and Angular Resolutions, Estimate

*v .25 mrad

P

.22

MOTE

•15 mrad r.m.s. * .42 r.m.s. Solid angle with this reso-
lution is *v 1/2 rad x 1/3 rad.

i» »15 mrad r.m.s. * ,21 r.m.s. Solid angle is limited by the
external detector and typically
is * 1/3 rad z 1/9 rad.

* 1 mrad r.m.s* * 2X r . m . s * T h i s A p / p f o r |<j>| < A 5 ° .
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